Translating document renderings (e. g. PDFs, scans) into hierarchical structures is extensively demanded in the daily routines of many real-world applications, and is often a prerequisite step of many downstream NLP tasks. Earlier attempts focused on different but simpler tasks such as the detection of table or cell locations within documents; however, a holistic, principled approach to inferring the complete hierarchical structure in documents is missing. As a remedy, we developed "Doc-Parser": an end-to-end system for parsing the complete document structure -including all text elements, figures, tables, and table cell structures. To the best of our knowledge, Doc-Parser is the first system that derives the full hierarchical document compositions. Given the complexity of the task, annotating appropriate datasets is costly. Therefore, our second contribution is to provide a dataset for evaluating hierarchical document structure parsing. Our third contribution is to propose a scalable learning framework for settings where domain-specific data is scarce, which we address by a novel approach to weak supervision. Our computational experiments confirm the effectiveness of our proposed weak supervision: Compared to the baseline without weak supervision, it improves the mean average precision for detecting document entities by 37.1 %. When classifying hierarchical relations between entity pairs, it improves the F1 score by 27.6 %.
Introduction
Researchers, businesses, and organizations increasingly demand that documents are available in structured representations, as this is a crucial requirement in order to analyze their content automatically and often presents a prerequisite for downstream NLP tasks. However, such analyses are prevented by most file formats that are prevalent today due to being rendered without structural information. Prominent examples are PDF documents: this file format benefits from portability and immutability, yet it is flat in the sense that it stores all content as isolated entities (e. g., combinations of characters and positions) and, thus, hierarchical information is lacking. As such, the structure behind figures and especially tables is discarded and thus no longer available to computerized analyses. In contrast, file formats such as XML or JSON naturally encode hierarchical structures among textual entities. Hence, techniques are required in order to convert document renderings into structured, textual representations so that the textual content can be analyzed while considering the actual structure (Luong et al., 2012) .
Earlier attempts for structure parsing on documents focused on a subset of simpler tasks such as segmentation of text regions (Antonacopoulos et al., 2009) , locating tables (Zanibbi et al., 2004; Embley et al., 2006) , or detecting hierarchical structures in tables (Schreiber et al., 2018) . However, downstream tasks in NLP require representations of complete document structures.
A holistic, principled approach for inferring the complete hierarchical structure from documents is missing. On the one hand, such a task is non-trivial due to the complexity of documents, particularly their deeply-nested structures. For instance, nested tables are fairly easy to recognize for human readers, yet detecting them is known to impose computational hurdles (cf. Schreiber et al., 2018) . On the other hand, efficient learning is prevented as large-scale training sets are lacking (cf. Arif and Shafait, 2018; Schreiber et al., 2018) . Notably, prior datasets are limited to table structures (Gobel et al., 2013; Rice et al., 1995) and not the complete document structures. Needless to say, complex structures also make the labeling process significantly more costly (Wang et al., 2004) . There- fore, an effective implementation that makes only a scarce use of labeled data is demanded.
This work focuses on parsing the hierarchical structure from renderings. We develop an end-toend system for inferring the complete document structure (see Figure 1 ). This includes all entities (e. g., text, bibliography regions, figures, equations, headings, tables, and tables cells), as well as the hierarchical relations among them. We specifically adapt to settings in practice that suffer from data scarcity. For this purpose, we propose a novel learning framework for scalable weak supervision. It is intentionally tailored to the specific needs of parsing document renderings; that is, we create weakly-supervised labels by utilizing the reverse rendering process of L A T E X. The reverse rendering returns bounding boxes of all entities in documents together with their category (e. g., whether the entity is a table or a figure, etc. ). Yet the outcomes are noisy (i. e., imprecise bounding boxes, missing entities, incorrect labels) and without deep structure information (e. g., information such as table row numbers is missing). Nevertheless, as we shall see later, the generated data greatly facilitates learning by being treated as weak labels.
Contributions: 1 We extend prior literature on document parsing in the following directions: 1. We contribute "DocParser". This presents the first end-to-end system for parsing document renderings into hierarchical structures. Prior literature has merely focused on simpler tasks such as table detection or table parsing but not the parsing of complete documents. As a remedy, we present a system for inferring document structures in a holistic, principled manner. For 1 Source codes are available from https://github. com/DS3Lab/DocParser.
The arXivdocs dataset is available from https://github.com/DS3Lab/ arXivdocs. entity detection, our evaluations yield a mean average precision of 69.1; for classifying hierarchical relations between entities, we achieve an F1 score of 0.481. 2. We contribute the first dataset called "arXivdocs" for evaluating document parsing. It extends existing datasets for parsing in two directions: (i) it includes all entities that can appear in documents (i. e. not just tables) and (ii) it includes the hierarchical relations among them. The dataset is based on 127,472 scientific articles from the arXiv repository. 3. We propose a novel weakly-supervised learning framework. This is supposed to foster efficient learning in practice where annotated documents are scarce. It is based on an automated and thus scalable labeling process, where annotations are retrieved by reverse rendering the source code of documents. Specifically, in our work, we utilize T E Xsource files from arXiv together with synctex for this objective. This then yields weakly-supervised labels by reverse rendering of the T E Xcode. 4. We confirm the effectiveness of our weak supervision (based on the arXivdocs dataset): the mean average precision for entity detection is increased by 18.7 and the F1 score for classifying hierarchy relations by 0.104. This corresponds to a relative improvement of 37.1 % and 27.6 %, respectively. It also helps in outperforming the state-of-the-art performance on the related task of table parsing.
DocParser

Problem Description
Given a set of document renderings D 1 , . . . , D n , the objective is to generate hierarchical structures T 1 , . . . , T n . A hierarchical structure T i , i = 1, . . . , n, consists of both entities and relations as follows: (i) Entities E j , j = 1, . . . , m, refer to the various elements within a document, such as, e. g. a figure, a table, a row, a cell, etc. 2 Each entity is described by three attributes: (1) its semantic category c j ∈ C = {C 1 , . . . , C l } (i. e., which defines the underlying type) and (2) the coordinates given by rectangular bounding box B j on the document rendering. There is further
(3) a confidence score P j . This is not part of the ground truth labels; however, comes with the predictions inside the DocParser system. (ii) Relations R j , j = 1, . . . , k, are given by triples (E subj , E obj , Ψ) consisting of a subject E subj , an object E obj , and a relation type Ψ ∈ {is_parent_of , is_followed _by, null}. The latter, null, is reserved for entities with metainformation that do not have designated order (i. e., header, footer, keywords, date, page number). All other entities must have Ψ = null. The combination of entities and relations is sufficient to reconstruct the hierarchical structure T i for a document. However, generating such a hierarchical structure from a document rendering D i is subject to inherent challenges: the similar appearance of entities impedes detection and, further, the hierarchy can be nested arbitrarily, with substantial variation across different documents (e. g., some documents are single-, others multi-column).
System Overview
DocParser performs document structure parsing via 4 steps (as detailed in the following sections): 1. Image conversion: The document rendering D i is converted into an image and further subject to preprocessing. 2. Entity detection: This step draws upon on a neural model (i. e., Mask R-CNN) for image segmentation and subsequent entity detection. Specifically, it takes the images from the previous step as input and then returns a flat list of entities E 1 , . . . , E m as output. For each, it comprises the semantic category, the coordinates in the form of bounding box, and a confidence score form the neural model. Our implementation makes use of 23 categories C: content block, table, table row, table column, table cell, tabular,  figure, heading, abstract, equation, itemize, item,  bibliography block, table caption, figure graphic,  figure caption , header, footer, page number, date, keywords, author, affiliation. 3. Relation classification: A set of heuristics is applied in order to translate the bounding boxes into hierarchical relations R 1 , . . . , R k . 4. Scalable Weak Supervision The system is further extended by scalable weak supervision. The weak supervision aims at improving the performance of entity detection and, as a consequence, of end-to-end parsing. In order to store document structures, we developed a customized, JSON-based file format.
System Components
Image Conversion
Document renderings are converted into images with a predefined resolution ρ. Further, all images are resized to a fixed rectangular size φ (if necessary, with zero padding).
The document images are further preprocessed: the RGB channels of all document images are normalized analogous to the MS COCO dataset (i. e., by subtracting inputs by the mean RGB channel values). The reason is that all neural models are later initialized with pre-trained weights from the MS COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) .
Entity Detection
In order to detect all document entities within a document image, we build upon a neural model for image segmentation and subsequent entity detection, namely Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017) . For each entity, Mask R-CNN determines (i) its rectangular bounding box, (ii) a binary segmentation mask that distinguishes between the detected entity and background pixels within the bounding box, and (iii) a category label for the entity.
Mask R-CNN extends the architecture of a traditional convolution neural network (He et al., 2016) so that it is highly effective for image segmentation and object detection. Formally, it comprises of multiple stages with decreasing spatial resolution. The output of these stages is then fed into a so-called feature pyramid network (Lin et al., 2017) in order to produce multi-scale feature maps. The feature maps are then input to different prediction networks: first, a region proposal network generates a list of candidate bounding boxes that should contain an entity. Second, for each region proposal, a mask sub-network predicts the segmentation masks. These segmentation masks are not used in subsequent steps of DocParser; however, including them in the loss function stabilizes the overall learning process. Third, these bounding boxes are subsequently refined in a detection subnetwork, thereby yielding the final bounding boxes B. It also provides the label for classifying the entity category.
All of the above sub-networks were carefully adapted to the specific characteristics of our task:
(1) We modified the region proposal network so that it uses a maximum base aspect ratio of 1:8 per entity. This greatly improved the detection performance in DocParser. The reason for this modification is that document entities (as opposed to classical image segmentation) contain entities that have highly rectangular shapes. This is the case for most entities such as, e. g., single content lines, vertical text columns, or table rows. (2) The output size of the classifier sub-network is modified so that it can produce predictions for entities across all semantic categories C. (3) During training of the mask sub-network, we treat all pixels in bounding boxes with ground truth as foreground. The reason is that many entities span very wide rectangular regions and it thus improves the detection performance for them. (4) We use a mask subnetwork loss with a weighting factor of 0.5. This is supposed to prioritize that features relevant for the correct prediction of bounding boxes and entity categories are learned.
DocParser is built upon the implementation of Mask R-CNN provided by Abdulla (2017) , yet which we carefully adapted as described above.
Relation Classification
Based on the flat list of entities from the previous step, a set of heuristics is utilized in order to retrieve the hierarchical structure. Here, we distinguish the heuristics according to whether they generate (1) the nesting among entities or (2) the ordering for entities of the same nesting level. The former case corresponds to Ψ = is_parent_of , while the latter determines all relations with Ψ = is_followed _by. Recall that we ignore all entities with meta-information (cf. Relations with nesting (is_parent_of ): Four heuristics h 1 , . . . , h 4 determine parent-child relations, based on visual overlap of entities as well as a user-defined grammar. As a by-product, the heuristics for nesting also yield entities of the same nesting level. These represent siblings that are ordered as follows.
Relations with ordering (is_followed_by): The entities are ordered according to the general reading flow (i. e., from left to right). Here care is needed so that multi-column pages are processed correctly. For this, two heuristics o 1 and o 2 are used. The latter, o 2 is used for entities that are floating entities (i. e., figure, table), while o 1 is the default for all other entities.
Detailed descriptions of all heuristics used for relation classification are provided in the appendix.
Scalable Weak Supervision
Our weak supervision builds upon an additional dataset that consists of source codes (rather than document renderings). The source codes allow us to create a mapping between entities in the source code and their renderings. This has three particular characteristics: First, the mapping is noisy and thus created only weak labels. Despite that, the weak labels are supposed to aid efficient learning. Second, annotations are obtained only for some entities and relations. Third, if automated, this process circumvents human annotations and is thus highly scalable. Let the unlabeled entities found in the source code be given by S 1 , . . . , S k . For them, we generate weak labels W 1 , . . . , W k consisting of a semantic category and coordinates of the bounding box. However, both the semantic category and the bounding box can be subject to noise. Further, weak labels are generated merely for a subset C ⊆ C of the semantic categories.
In DocParser, the weak supervision is based on T E Xsource files that are used to generate document renderings in the form of PDF files. The mapping between both formats is then obtained via synctex (Laurens, 2008) . synctex is a synchronization tool that performs a reverse rendering, so that PDF locations are mapped to T E Xcode. For given coordinates on the document rendering, synctex returns a list of rectangular bounding boxes and the corresponding source code. Notably, the inference bounding boxes represent noisy labels, since resulting entity annotations could be wrongly labeled, shifted, or entirely missing.
We proceed as follows. We iterate through the source code and retrieve bounding boxes for all T E Xcommands. We then map the source code to our entities E. For instance, the bounding box for T E Xcode \includegraphics inside a \begin{figure} ,..., \end{figure} environment is mapped onto an entity FIG-URE_GRAPHIC 3 that is nested inside an entity FIGURE. A detailed description of all steps is given in Appendix D. Bounding boxes for all entities that act as inner children are created dynamically by computing the union bounding of all child bounding boxes. During training, entities with obvious errors are dis-missed, i. e., leaf nodes or generated entities with bounding boxes that extend beyond page limits or with area 0.
System Variants
We compare the following variants of DocParser: 1. DocParser Baseline is trained solely on the noise-free labels provided for the training dataset (here: arXivdocs-target). 2. DocParser WS benefits from weak supervision (WS). It is trained based on a second dataset (here: arXivdocs-weak) with noisy labels for weak supervision. This is to test whether training systems on noisy labels can lead to higher performance, compared to training on small but noise-free training datasets. 3. DocParser WS+FT is initialized with the weights from DocParser WS, but it is then further fine-tuned (FT) on the target dataset.
Datasets with Document Structures
We contribute the dataset "arXivdocs" that is tailored to the task of hierarchical structure parsing. It comes in two variants: arXivdocs-target and arXivdocs-weak.
(1) arXivdocs-target contains documents that have been manually checked and annotated.
(2) arXivdocs-weak contains a largescale set of documents that have no manual annotations but that can be used for weak supervision.
arXivdocs-target
arXivdocs-target provides a set of documents with manual annotations of the complete document structure. These documents were randomly selected from arXiv as an open repository of scientific articles, but in a way such that each has at most 30 pages and contains at least one table within the source code. Altogether, it counts 363 documents. arXivdocs-target comes with predefined splits for training, validation and eval that consist of 160, 79, 123 documents, respectively. The dataset comprises of 30 different entity categories. 4 We ensure a fairly uniform distribution of entity categories across different splits by sampling one random page rendering for each of the 362 documents that contain an abstract, figure, or table.
The eval split is used to measure the out-of-sample performance.
4 Some entity categories are extremely rare and, hence, only a subset of is later used as part of our experiments. Descriptive statistics of the dataset are as follows. On average, each document contains 86.32 entities. Figure 2 shows the number of leaf nodes in the document graph. In addition, Figure 1 reports the frequency and the average depth of the different entities. Evidently, the most common category in the dataset is content line (34.33 %). Content lines are especially frequent as they typically represent leaf nodes in the graph and are children of larger entities, such as abstract, captions, or text blocks.
arXivdocs-weak
arXivdocs-weak contains 127,472 documents with an average length of 12.84 pages that were retrieved from arXiv. We selected only documents that have a length of at most 30 pages and contain at least one table within their source code. For reproducibility, we make our weak labels available. 5 4 Computational Setup
Training Details
Training procedure: All neural models are initialized with pre-trained weights from the MS COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) . We then train each model across three phases for a total of up to 80,000 iterations.
Weak supervision: For training with weak supervision, all models are initialized with the weights of our pre-trained DocParser WS instead of default weights.
Further details about training procedure, parameter settings and weak supervision can be found in the appendix.
Performance Metrics
Document structure parsing is evaluated based on two performance metrics with respect to (i) entity detection E j and (ii) classification of hierarchical relations R j as follows.
Entity detection: The inferred entity E j = (c j , B j , P j ) is compared against the ground truth label consisting of the true categoryĉ j with a bounding boxB j . Here we follow common practice in computer vision (Everingham et al., 2010) and measure the overlap between bounding boxes from the same category. Specifically, we calculate the so-called intersection over union (IoU):
If the IoU is higher than a user-defined threshold, a predicted entity is considered a true positive. If multiple entities are matched with the same ground truth entity, we only consider the predicted with the highest IoU as a true positive. Unmatched predictions and ground truth entities are considered false positives and false negatives, respectively. This is then used to calculate the average precision (AP) per semantic category C k ∈ C. The overall performance across all categories is given by the mean average precision (mAP). In our experiments, we compare different IoU thresholds of 0.5, 0.65, and 0.8. Prediction of hierarchical relations: Here we measure the classification performance for predicting the correct relations. A relation R = (E subj , E obj , Ψ) is counted as correct iff. the complete tuple is identical. However, the performance depends on the correct entity detection as input.
Hence, we later vary the IoU thresholds for entity detection analogous to above and then report the corresponding F1 score for correctly predicting hierarchical relations.
Results
IoU=0.5
IoU=0 The key focus of our experiments is to confirm the effectiveness of DocParser for parsing the complete document structures. However, we emphasize again that both suitable baselines and datasets for this task are hitherto lacking. Hence, we proceed two-fold. On the one hand, we evaluate the performance based on arXivdocs as the first dataset for document structure parsing. On the other hand, we draw upon the table structure ICDAR 2013 dataset: it is limited to table structures and not complete holistic parsing of document structures. However, it allows to test the effectiveness of our weak supervision against state-of-the-art.
Performance of Document Structure Parsing
We compare the performance of document structure parsing based on our arXivdocs-target dataset across both performance metrics.
Entity Detection
The overall performance for entity detection is detailed in Figure 3 shows the fine-tuning. Only 20 finetuning samples are sufficient for DocParser WS+FT to surpass the default system DocParser (which is trained on 160 samples from the target dataset). It thus helps in reducing the labeling effort by a factor of around 8. Further, we observe a steady increase in performance of the fine-tuned networks with more samples. Notably, the highest performance increase is already achieved by the first 10 document images for fine-tuning. Table 3 compares the classification of hierarchy relations. The best performance (across all Ψ) is achieved by DocParser WS+FT with an IoU of 0.5: it registers an F1 score of 0.481. Here the use of weak supervision with fine-tuning yields consistent improvements. In particular, for an IoU 6 For a few entities, the best performance is achieved a combination of the WS system together with a high IoU (e. g., BIBLIOGRAPHY BLOCK). A likely reason for this is the composition of the arXivdocs-target. As bibliography entities were not specifically used as a criterion for the per-page sampling, fewer documents in the target dataset contained relevant entities, leading to decreased performance of the default Doc-Parser and DocParser WS+FT systems. of 0.5, it outperforms the F1 score of the default system (F1 of 0.377) by 0.104. This amounts to a relative improvement of 27.6 %. Again a smaller IoU threshold of 0.5 seems beneficial. As structure parsing builds on the prior detection of document entities, higher IoU thresholds further reduce the overall parsing performance.
Prediction of Hierarchical Relations
Robustness Check: Table Structure Parsing
We confirm the effectiveness of our weak supervision as follows: we draw upon the ICDAR 2013 dataset (Gobel et al., 2013) for table structure parsing and compare it against state-of-the-art systems for this task. Setting: We now train models for structure parsing so that it identifies table structures. All experiments use the identical setups as in our default training procedures. Fine-tuning follows the 3 phase training scheme for a total of 80,000 iterations. The ICDAR labels now serve as the target dataset, while we continue to use arXivdocs-weak for weak supervision. 7 Following (Schreiber et al., 2018), we use a random subset of 50 % of the ICDAR 2013 competition dataset for testing. The remaining competition samples are mixed with the practice samples in order to generate the training and validation sets.
We match our table cell predictions with the text element locations provided by (Nurminen, 2013) in order to generate XML files that are compared to the ground truth by the scripts provided on the competition website.
Results: provement over the image-based state of the art. We also compare our approach to the state-of-theart heuristic-based system that operates on raw PDF files, instead of images, as input (Nurminen, 2013) . Even though our system does not utilize the additional information provided by raw PDF files, Doc-Parser achieves an F1 score of 0.9288, compared to 0.9290 for the PDF-based system. 8
6 Related Work OCR: Extracting text from document images has been extensively studied as part of optical character recognition (OCR) within the NLP community (e. g., Schäfer et al., 2011; Schäfer and Weitz, 2012) . To this end, the work by Katti et al. (2018) argued that OCR should be seen as a preprocessing step for downstream NLP tasks. As such, the authors extract text-based information but not the hierarchical document structure as in our research. Table detection : Document renderings are commonly used for the task of table detection (rather than table structure parsing). Here the objective is simply to predict the bounding boxes of tables, i. e., whether a pixel refers to a table or not. This task was earlier approached with rule-based mechanisms that adapt to specific structural elements (e. g., Yildiz et al., 2005) . In most cases, these rules were making use of additional PDF metadata, e. g., print instructions, line segments, or actual character bounding boxes. Table detection has also been addressed by probabilistic classifiers (Wang et al., 2004) , ensembles (Fan and Kim, 2015) , and even tailored neural classifiers for image segmentation (Li et al., 2018) . The latter, neural classifiers for image segmentation, commonly draws upon Mask R-CNN or computationally-efficient variants of it such as, for instance, Fast R-CNN as in (Siddiqui et al., 2018) or Faster R-CNN as in (Arif and Shafait, 2018; Gilani et al., 2017) . These variants of Mask R-CNN differ in their computational speed-up while obtaining a similar prediction performance.
Efficient learning presents an issue for table detection to a similar extent as it is for our research. Prior research on table detection has utilized distant supervision via manual annotation rules (Fan and Kim, 2015) , data augmentation (Gilani et al., 2017) and transfer learning (e. g., Siddiqui et al., 2018) to address the lack of large-scale domain-specific datasets, but not weak supervision.
Extensions have been developed in order to adapt table detection to general entity detection (e. g., Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2004) in document renderings, where, e. g., also figures or formulae must be detected. However, a wide variety of entities and their hierarchical relations are not part of this task. (Kieninger and Dengel, 1998, 2001; Pivk et al., 2007; Shigarov et al., 2016) rather than directly from document renderings. As such, these works are tailored to tokens as input, and it is thus unclear how such an approach could theoretically be adapted to document renderings since our task inherently relies upon images as input. Because of the different input and thus the different datasets for benchmarking, the performance of the aforementioned works is not comparable to our approach. The work by Schreiber et al. (2018) draws upon a CNN to perform semantic segmentation of row and column pixels and identifies structure via postprocessing. However, it aims at a different purpose: parsing table structures, but not complete document hierarchies. As such, the authors do not attempt to identify text elements, figures, etc.
Weak Supervision in NLP: Annotations in NLP are oftentimes costly and, as a result, there has been a recent surge in weak supervision. Weak supervision has now been applied to various tasks, such as text classification (e. g., Hingmire and Chakraborti, 2014; Lin et al., 2011) , information extraction (e. g., Hoffmann et al., 2011), and semantic parsing (e. g., Goldman et al., 2018) . The methodological levers for obtaining weak labels are versatile and include, e. g., manual rules (e. g., Rabinovich et al., 2018), estimated models (e. g., Hoffmann et al., 2011) 
A Document Grammar
Hierarchical relations between entity pairs follow a predefined grammar (see Table 5 ). All entities with meta-information have no ordering, i. e., their relation type is Ψ = null. Some entities (such as, e. g. Fig. caption T i must form a tree. That is, an entity is allowed to have multiple ordered siblings (i. e., multiple entities with the same nesting level). However, each entity must only have one parent, i. e., for an entity E there is exactly one relation (E , E, is_parent_of ) with an entity E = E.
B Datasets with Document Structure: arXivdocs-weak
Descriptive statistics of the dataset are as follows. Figure 4 reports the number of leaf nodes in the document graph. Table 6 shows the frequency and the average depth of the different entities. Evidently, the most common category in the dataset is content line. Content lines typically represent leaf nodes in the graph and are children of larger entities, such as abstract, captions, or text blocks. ing box B subj , it determines all other bounding boxes that are contained within B subj . Formally, this is given by all tuples of bounding boxes (B subj , B obj ) with subj ∈ m, obj ∈ m, and subj = obj that satisfy h 1 (B subj , B obj ) ≥ θ, i. e., they must have a certain overlap fraction θ. In DocParser, a threshold of θ = 0.65 is used. h 2 Grammar check. This heuristic validates the candidate list against the predefined document grammar (see Table 5 ). Concretely, all illegal candidates are removed. h 3 Direct children.
C Relation Classification
The candidate list is further pruned so that it contains only direct children of the parent and not subchildren. For this purpose, all sub-children are removed. As an example, this should remove (E 1 subj , E 3 obj ) from a candidate list
it represents a sub-child and not a direct child of E subj . h 4 Unique Parents. The candidate list is further altered so that each entity has only a single parent. Formally, if an entity E obj has multiple candidate parents, we first compare the overlap of the bounding boxes of all candidate parents with E obj . We then keep the parent with the maximal overlap, while all others are removed. If two parents have the same overlap, we select the element with the highest confidence score P j as parent. If that value is also equal, we choose the entity with the largest bounding box.
Relations with ordering (is_followed_by): The two heuristics o 1 and o 2 are used to identify relations with ordering as follows:
o 1 Non-floating entities. First, all entities are grouped according to their coordinates on the document pages, namely into groups belonging to the (a) left side G l , (b) center G c , or (c) right side G r . Formally, this is achieved by computing the overlap for each entity E j , j = 1, . . . , m with the left (and right) side of a document page, i. e., τ ovlp = overlap/width(B). If the overlap with either the left (or the right) side is above a above threshold (i. e., τ ovlp > 0.7), the entity E j is assigned to the left (or right) side. Otherwise, if such assignment is not possible with high confidence, the entity E j is assigned to center group G c . In other words, the center group should collect all entities such as content lines spanning the complete page width. However, in a two-column format, all entities are assigned to the left and right group only. In essence, the center group is an indicator whether the document is in single-or multi-column. These groupings are then proceeded further by the o 2 heuristic. 9 o 2 Floating entities. The entities E j , j = 1, . . . , m, are ordered top-to-bottom and, within lines, left-to-right, so that it matches the usual reading flow in documents. Formally, let the topleft corner of a document image refer to the coordinate (0, 0). Further, let us consider the top-left location of all bounding boxes B j . The top-left location is then used to sort the entities first by their y-coordinate of B j and, if equal, by their x-coordinate (both ascending). The heuristic o 2 is used for all float environments, including all of their (sub)children. 9 If no entities have been assigned to the center group (i. e., Gc = ∅), then the entities are ordered first according to G l followed by Gr. Within each group, the entities are ordered top-to-bottom and then left-to-right by applying heuristic o2.
In sum, this approach should find an appropriate ordering for multi-column pages.
If entities have been assigned to the center group (i. e., Gc = ∅), then grouping is further decomposed into additional subgroups: the entities E ∈ Gc from the center group are used to split G l , Gc, and Gr into vertical subgroups G ι l , G ι c , and G ι r , respectively. Afterward, we loop over all vertical subgroups ι. For each, we order the entities according to the group (first G ι l , followed by G ι c and then G ι r ). Within each subgroup, we perform the ordering via heuristic o2. This approach should correctly arrange entities in two cases: (1) in single-column pages and (2) when multi-column pages are split into different chunks by full-width figures or tables.
D Scalable Weak Supervision
We perform following processing steps to generate noisy labels for weak supervision:
1. Bounding boxes that are retrieved for simple text tokens inside the source code are mapped to CONTENT LINE entities. 2. If we encounter environments or commands (e. g., \begin{itemize} or \item), we create corresponding candidate entities. All entities retrieved for tokens inside the scope of these environments are created as nested child entities. This approach is used to create the following entity types, namely Equations and labels are an exception to this rule and typically only consist of vertically aligned bounding boxes of smaller width. 5. The sectioning structure of documents is considered: any type of section command is mapped to a SECTION entity. The argument of the sectioning command, e. g. \subsection{titlearg} is mapped via synctex to a HEADER entity. Entities generated from code in the scope of a section are created as children to the section entity that corresponds to the current section scope. 6. Within sections, we sort entities based on a topto-bottom, left-to-right reading order. Using these sorted lists of sibling entities, we form TEXT BLOCK entities from subsequent groups of CONTENT LINE entities within page columns. If such block occurs within a BIBLIOGRAPHY environment, we instead map it to a BIBLIOG-RAPHY BLOCK entity. 7. With an exception of captions, we consider all child entities that do not span across the whole  table width as cells and the remainder as table  rows. As we shall see later, this is effective at  retrieving complex table structures. 8. We use the detected cells to generate rows and columns as follows: We compute the centroids of all cells. To identify rows, we consider the sorted y-coordinates of the centroids and group them such that the pixel-wise distance between two consecutive y-coordinates in a group is smaller or equal to 5. If any identified group contains two or more centroid y-coordinates, we create a 
E Computational Setup
Training procedure: All neural models are initialized with pre-trained weights from the MS COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) . We then train each model across three phases for a total of 80,000 iterations. This is split into three phases of 20,000, 40,000, and 20,000 iterations, respectively. During the first phase, we freeze all layers of the CNN that is used as the initial block in Mask R-CNN. In the second phase, stage four and five of the CNN are unfrozen. In the last phase, all network layers are trainable. Early stopping is applied based on the performance on the validation set. The performance is measured every 2000 iterations via the so-called intersection over union (cf. the definition in Equation 1) with a threshold of 0.8. We train all models in a multi-GPU setting, using 8 GPUs with a vRAM of 12 GB. Each GPU was fed with one image per training iteration. Accordingly, the batch size per training iteration is set to 8. Further, we use stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.001 and learning momentum of 0.9.
Parameter settings: During training, we sampled randomly 100 entities from the ground truth per document image (i. e., up to 100 entities as some document images might have fewer). In Mask R-CNN, the maximum number of entity predictions per image is set to 200. During prediction, we only keep entities with a confidence score P j of 0.7 or higher.
Weak supervision: Training with weak supervision is as follows: all models initialized with the weights of our pre-trained DocParser WS instead of default weights. We perform training with learnable parameters analogous to phase 1 above but for 2000 steps with early stopping. In our experiments, we use only a subset of 80 % of the annotated documents from arXivdocs-weak, while the other 20 % remain unused. The intention is that we want to allow for additional annotations in the future while ensuring comparability to our results. We further ensure a fairly uniform distribution of entities by utilizing only document pages that contain at least an abstract, a figure, or table, while all others are discarded. This amounts to 593,583 pages. Table  Structure Parsing
F Robustness Checks with
We perform robustness checks of DocParser on the table structure parsing task. DocParser is evaluated for both entity detection and structure parsing on arXivdocs-target and the ICDAR 2013 table structure dataset.
F.1 Table Structure Heuristics
For the ordering of table structure entities, we draw upon a set of special heuristics. The reason for this is that nesting relationships are often too complex to model with the previously described parent-child relationships, e. g. for cells belonging to multiple rows and/or columns. Due to these complex relations, bottom-up creation of table row and table column entity bounding boxes from associated children is also challenging. We, therefore, generate rows, columns, and cells on the same hierarchical levels and store structure information in an additional attribute in each entity.
The following heuristics are applied: 1. Rows are sorted, based on the y-coordinate of their centroids. Columns are analogously sorted, based on their centroid x-coordinates. 2. The bounding box (i. e., "union") of all row and column entities is computed. However, the size of this bounding box might differ from the bounding boxes of the row and column entities. Hence, the bounding boxes of all rows are adjusted so that all adjacent rows have the width as the "union". Analogously, the height for all bounding boxes belonging to columns are adjusted. 3. The location of rows might not be located at the center of adjacent rows. This is achieved by setting the y-coordinate of each row to the average of its adjacent rows. An analogous adjustment is performed for the x-coordinates of columns. 4. Row and column numbers are assigned to separately detected cells as follows: for all cell entities from DocParser, we calculate the overlap between the vertical cell border and all vertical row borders. We then calculate the rows for which the length of the overlap is equal or larger than 50 % of the height of a row. The number of the corresponding row is then assigned to the row range of the cell. Analogously, we match cells to columns based on their horizontal overlap. If a cell is matched with more than one row or column, its bounding box is adjusted such that its borders lie on the grid of row and column borders. All other cells without assignment are dismissed. 5. A grid of rectangular cells is generated from the intersection of all rows and columns for all positions in the table where no multi-row or multi-column cell exists.
F.2 Implementation Details
Entity Detection We use the hierarchical document annotations in arXivdocs-weak to identify 222,195 table structure entities that are used for weak supervision. The corresponding cropped tabular regions and their child entities, i. e., rows, columns, and cells, are used as training input for the specialized system. The sampling process is stratified to bolster prediction performance: we use all row and column annotations, but only a subset of all (Gobel et al., 2013) is designed to evaluate table structure parsing. This dataset is later leveraged as part of our robustness check so that we can evaluate our weak supervision against state-of-the-art approaches for structure parsing. The dataset consists of 123 images, for which structure annotations, including cells, rows, and columns were created. The dataset comes without predefined train/test split; hence, we follow Schreiber et al. (2018) and split the so-called "competition" part of the dataset with a 50%/50%-ratio. One of the splits is used for evaluation. The other split is used in addition to the so-called "practice" part of the dataset for training and validation. We follow the official competition rules from ICDAR 2013 as follows: we operate directly on table sub-regions and thus create individual cropped images of these regions for training, validation, and evaluation. We generate rectangular row and column bounding boxes from the provided cell bounding boxes and their respective row-and column ranges. The resulting rows and columns are then further modified as follows: A tabular bounding box is determined as union bounding box of all cells. Bounding boxes of rows that share a border with the outer tabular are extended such that their borders fully align with the tabular. Afterward, we move the borders of all pairs of neighboring rows to their respective midpoint. Analogously, we adjust all column bounding boxes. Cell bounding boxes are newly created from row and column intersections in a final step. Figure 5 : Comparison of test mAP (IoU=0.5) for three variants of DocParser for detection of table structure annotations. We follow the same procedure described in Figure 3 . The weakly supervised system Doc-Parser WS outperforms the default system without finetuning (FT). Fine-tuning with 10 or more images yields additional performance gains.
F.2.1 Entity Detection on arXivdocs-target
Analogously to our evaluation on full documents, we measure mAP for table rows and table columns on a subset of table regions in arXivdocs-target. Average precision for joint detection of table rows and columns and the impact of fine-tuning are shown in Figure 5 . Compared to full document pages, we measure higher mAPs for all systems. Again, we observe that the weakly supervised model outperforms default DocParser without having been trained on the target domain. We observe additional significant performance improvements in DocParser WS systems that were fine-tuned with 10 to 87 images. Because of the intricacies evaluating hierarchical structure parsing for tables, we perform a separate evaluation of DocParser for this task.
